Hurricanes: Observations and Dynamics
Houze Section 10.1.
Holton Section 9.7.
Emanuel, K. A., 1988: Toward a general theory of hurricanes. Amer. Scientist, 76, 371-379. (handout).
http://ww2010.atmos.uiuc.edu/(Gh)/guides/mtr/hurr/home.rxml

Definition:
Hurricanes are intense vortical (rotational) storms that develop over the tropical oceans in regions of very warm
surface water.
Hurricanes are called typhoons when they occur over the western Pacific.
Before they reach the hurricane/typhoon strength (when winds near the center of vortex is > 32 m/s), they are
called tropical cyclones.
Horizontal scale ~ 500 km, vertical depth ~ 10 – 15 km
Although hurricanes have radial scales of several hundred kilometers, the horizontal scale of the region of
intense convection and strong winds in a hurricane is typically only about 100 km in radius. Thus, it is reasonable
to classify hurricanes as mesoscale systems.
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Regions of formation:
 Between 5° and 20° latitude, but not at the equator (need Coriolis force)
 Sea surface temperature > 26.5°
 Moderately conditionally unstable atmosphere
 Weak vertical shear
Locations of formation over a 20-year period:
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Tracks of tropical cyclones and sea-surface temperature
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General Patterns of Cloud and Precipitation in Hurricanes
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Major Features:
 Cyclonic spiral convergent bands at the low-levels and anticyclonic outward spiral cirriform clouds at the
upper levels
 Hurricane eye – typically a cloud free center of 10-50 km in diameter
 Eye wall – deep convection surrounding the eye. Slopes outward with height. Two-eye-wall structures had
been observed.
 Rainbands – typically spiral bands of clouds outside the eye wall. Often propagate outwards from the eye.
 Reflectivity – even in eye wall, Rmax ~ 45 – 50 dBz. 30-35 typical. In thunderstorms, R ~ 55 – 70 dBz.
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The winds - In the horizontal cross-section
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Horizontal Distribution of winds
Roughly symmetric in terms of system relative winds
Asymmetric in total winds due to the hurricane motion – stronger on the "forward" side.
Vorticity 

V V
in cylindrical coordinates.

R r

Typical value ~

50m / s
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The winds - In the vertical cross-section
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 Maximum tangential wind at the edge of eye wall
 Max speed ~ 0.5 – 1.5 km above sfc
 Vertical shear < 0.0 since the thermal wind opposes the observed wind throughout the troposphere. Why –
because hurricanes have warm code (see next figure)
 The vertical shear is relatively weak, though, due to vertical momentum mixing by Cb clouds
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Thermodynamic Structure
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Temperature departure from the mean






~ 10° - 15° warmer inside eye due to subsidence
Warm core causes surface low-pressure (hydrostatic balance)
e in hurricane more potentially stable than outside (since instability has been released)
e in eye much higher (15° - 30° more)

Note:
(a) If one starts with e = 350K and go up along moist adiabat and psfc = 1000mb (typical for most tropical
disturbances), we can show
psfc = - 2.5 e.
(b) Air from outside hurricane (where p ~ 1000mb) going towards the center (where p ~ 950 mb) should normally
cool adiabatically – but observed temperature stays the same or increases slightly. This is due to sensible heat flux
from the sea surface  e increases substantially.
The air-sea interaction theory further points out that the latent-heat flux from the sea surface as the air flows
towards the center at large wind speed is another major energy source.
Presence of warm-cored eye a key feature of hurricanes  pressure drop at the center.
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Landfall

 greater frictional convergence
 convection may actually intensify because of enhanced Ekman pumping effect (but less high e air from the
surface cause pressure to rise)
 wind damage from large scale tangential winds but also from convective downdrafts
 weak to moderate tornadoes are common after landfall
 sfc winds now about 50% of 1 km winds (vs 70% over ocean) so vertical shear increases significantly
 CAPE in hurricanes relatively small
Damages:








Strong winds, convective gusts
Sea level rise by 1-2 m due to low pressure
Storm surge ~ 2 – 10 m, strongest in the right front quadrant
Waves
Tornadoes
Flooding from rains
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Hurricane Dynamics

Hurricane vortex cannot be understood without including the rotation of the earth in the vorticity balance.
The rapid rotation is produced by concentration of the vertical component of absolute vorticity by vortex
stretching/horizontal convergence.
Maximum tangential wind speeds range typically from 50 to 100 m s-1.
Centrifugal force cannot be neglected compared to the Coriolis force.

The azimuthal (tangential) velocity in a steady-state hurricane is in gradient wind balance with the radial pressure
gradient force.
Hydrostatic balance holds on the hurricane scale, which implies that the vertical shear of the azimuthal
(tangential ) velocity is a function of the radial temperature gradient (thermal wind balance)
The kinetic energy of hurricanes is maintained in the presence of boundary layer dissipation by conversion of
latent heat energy acquired from the underlying ocean.
This potential energy conversion is carried out by a transverse secondary circulation associated with the
hurricane, as shown below:
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Hurricane Formation Theories

Two main theories:
CISK (Conditional Instability of the Second Kind) Theory and the Air-sea interaction theory

CISK (Conditional Instability of the Second Kind) Theory (1960's – 1970's)

Represents a cooperation between convection and large-scale convergence:










Weak disturbances containing vorticity
Ekman layer (BL) convergence through Ekman pumping
Increased convection
Latent heat release
Temperature increase
Sfc pressure falls
Increased vorticity
Increased convergence
A feedback loop - instability

Linear analysis to capture the above instability process has not been very successful, however, since there is little
evidence that such interaction leads to a growth rate maximum on the observed scale of hurricanes.
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Another problem is, as is pointed
out by Emanuel (handout) that the
tropical atmosphere is on average
conditionally statically neutral to
the low-level convective parcel,
when the water loading is
included. Therefore net buoyancy
within a convective cloud is small
relative to its environment. It is
believed that it is the temperature
difference between the hurricane
center and the surrounding
environment that drives the
hurricane circulation.
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Air-sea interaction theory (Emanuel 1988, handout)

A dramatically different view has been proposed, mainly by Emanuel in the late 1980's which is referred to as the
air-sea interaction theory.
It is based on the fact that the potential energy for hurricanes arises from the thermodynamic disequilibrium
between the atmosphere and the underlying ocean.
Since the subcloud boundary layer is unsaturated, the BL air has a potential for significant increase in qv therefore
e (or moist entropy), therefore the real energy source is believed to be the warm surface of the topical oceans.
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The air-sea interaction theory views energetics of the steady-state hurricane can be viewed as an example of a
Carnot cycle heat engine in which heat is absorbed (in the form of water vapor) from the ocean at temperature Ts
and expelled by radiative cooling to space at temperature To at the top of the storm.
With this theory, the circulation is driven by T between region 1 (+5) and region 2. The temperature in region 1 is
higher because of increase of water vapor of BL air as it flowed inward towards the eye and that in region 5 due to
subsidence.
Quantitative investigation of energy source: Hoe does total moist entropy increase?
Recall (dry) entropy
ds = Cp dln()
R / Cp

p 

where   T  0 
p
 

d ln   d ln T  R / C p d ln p 

or

C p d ln   C p d ln T  R d ln p 


Now, for moist processes, we can show that
C p d ln   

Ldws
(equation for moist adiabat)
T
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so, moist entropy is defined as
ds  C p d ln T 



Ldws
 R d ln p 
T

As air moves toward the hurricane center, entropy increases due to increase in moisture (dws term) via latent
heat fluxes and p decrease (but temperature stays the about same as sensible heat flux from the ocean balances the
expected adiabatic cooling – isothermal expansion, heat input at high T).
As the air ascends in the eye wall region (region 1 in Figure), s is conserved.
s decreases outside the hurricane at the upper-levels due to radiative cooling (at point O to O').
Carnot's Theorem says the total amount of mechanical energy available from a closed circuit through the storm is
the total heat input multiplied by the efficiency:

E   Ts ( sc  sa )

(c for center and a for ambient, outside)

where  is the thermodynamic efficiency of the heat engine.



Ts  To
Ts

Since Ts ~ 300 K and To ~ 200 K, the efficiency of the heat engine, given by the above equation can be as high as
30%, i.e., as much as 30% heat acquired at the low levels can be converted into kinetic energy.
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In a steady state hurricane, almost all of the mechanical energy generated from the Carnot cycle is used to balance
frictional dissipation at the ocean surface. Locally, the air is driven against the friction by a radial pressure
gradient.
Equating the work done by the pressure gradient force when the parcel moves from point a to c, to E 



c



c

a

a

or

1 dp
dr   Ts ( sc  sa ) 
 dr
RT
dp   Ts ( sc  sa )
p

RTs  ln pc -ln pa    Ts ( sc  sa )

Solving for pc gives the minimum possible central pressure. Fig.7 in Emanuel is obtained this way. It is
basically a function of sea surface temperature and temperature at the lower stratosphere. See Figure 8.

Since the air-sea interaction model depends on the sea surface fluxes, which depend on the wind speed. It has been
demonstrated in a numerical model that the initial vortex has to have sufficient intensity (wind speed is large
enough) a hurricane to form. See Fig.9.
The real difficulty is in determining which tropical disturbance can gain sufficient intensify to develop into a
hurricane. This is a still an unsolved problem.
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